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In the framework of the EUROfusion Programme the EU is preparing the conceptual design of the fuel cycle for
a pulsed fusion DEMO. Over the last years, a smart fuel cycle architecture has been developed, driven by the need
to reduce the tritium inventory to an absolute minimum. To achieve this goal, batchwise processes used in the
fusion fuel cycle so far were replaced by continuous processes wherever possible. This includes the change from
discontinuous cryopumping to mercury based continuous vacuum pumping with zero demand on cryoplant power,
and the introduction of temperature swing absorption processes for isotope separation in the tritium plant instead of
large cryogenic distillation columns with tritiated liquid hold-ups. To circumvent handling of high inventories of
tritium-bearing liquid fuel in cryogenic distillation columns of the tritium plant, superpermeable metal foils shall be
installed in the divertor ports of the vacuum vessel to extract pure DT continuously from the exhaust gas. Direct
internal fuel recycling takes place via the pellet injection system. The paper discusses the design drivers and
limitations, and describes the development status of the novel technologies.
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1. Implementation of requirements
1.1 Requirements compilation
Within the framework of the EUROfusion
Programme a conceptual design for the fuel cycle of a
pulsed fusion DEMO is being prepared. The fuel cycle
architecture has been strictly delineated from relevant
DEMO high level stakeholder requirements, as listed in
the following. The DEMO plant shall [1]:
(i)

adopt a tokamak architecture;

(ii) minimise its capital cost (minimise cost of
demonstration for taxpayer);
(iii) enable the extrapolation of key performance
criteria for a fusion power plant (DEMO must provide a
solid basis, also in terms of the technologies involved);
(iv) generate 300-500 MW electrical power to a
national grid, continuously for a minimum period of 2
hours;
(v) be designed and have a concept of operation
such that a power plant based on it would have a
predicted lifetime availability of at least 60%;
(vi) achieve an overall availability of at least 30%,
between commissioning and decommissioning;
(vii) breed tritium exceeding that required for normal
operation in order to provide sufficient tritium for the
start-up of another plant;
(viii) ensure that it does not exceed its licensed
tritium inventory limit (aimed to be at ITER magnitude
or less);
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(ix) provide safe confinement of tritium and
radiation (environmental protection and workers´ dose
minimization).
Here, requirements (ii), (viii) and (ix) represent the
main reasons to ask for inventory reduction, whilst the
other requirements pose strong limitations on the
technology choices. As discussed elsewhere [2, 3], the
expected inventories on the basis of an up-scaled ITER
fuel cycle are excessive at the level of 10-30 kg tritium
depending on the assumptions taken. This number is
found when the batch technology choices for primary
pumping (cryopumping), rough pumping (cryopumping
and mechanical pumping) and isotope separation
(cryogenic distillation) are adopted from ITER. Such a
configuration, see Fig. 1, is characterised by a ´oncethrough´ architecture in which all tokamak exhaust gas is
routed through the tritium plant and finally separated to
the level of the pure hydrogen isotopes (H2, D2, T2), for
re-injection in the torus or for temporary storage. The
addition of an outer circuit for tritium breeding at the
level needed to achieve tritium self-sufficiency (at a
fusion power of 2 GW and a tritium breeding ratio of
1.05) and the technology to recover the tritium from the
blanket coolant is adding another contribution to the
integral tritium inventory of the DEMO plant.
Such high tritium inventories have an issue in terms
of nuclear licensing and from the fact that, within the
time scale to start DEMO operation, the available tritium
resources may be very limited [4]. The inventory aspect
is hence regarded to be a clear showstopper. The novel
DEMO fuel cycle architecture is solving this issue.

Fig. 1. Convventional once-tthrough architecture of the fussion
fueel cycle.

Fiig. 2. Reference DEMO fuel ccycle architectu
ure with three
loops [66, 7].

1.2 Delineaation of a smart DEM
MO fuel ccycle
architecturee

On top of the improvem
ments given by
b the smartt
arch
hitecture itseelf, we plann to replacce batchwisee
processes by co
ontinuous proocesses whereever possible,,
avo
oiding accumu
ulation of tritiium in each process
p
stage,,
and
d immediate reuse
r
of tritiu
ium released from tritium
m
breeeder blanketts. This inccludes the change
c
from
m
disccontinuous to
orus cryopum
mping to meercury basedd
con
ntinuous vacu
uum pumpingg with zero demand onn
cryo
oplant powerr, and the int
ntroduction off temperaturee
swiing absorption
n processes foor isotope separation in thee
tritiium plant in
nstead of larrge cryogenic distillationn
colu
umns with triitiated liquid hold-ups. Su
uperpermeablee
mettal foils are introduced in the diverrtor ports too
separate the DT stream for ddirect internall recycling too
feed
d the pellett injection systems. Th
he followingg
describes in mo
ore detail thee technology choices andd
repo
ort the curren
nt developmennt status. Impllementing thee
KA
ALPUREX® process
p
[8], M
Metal Foil Pu
umps (MFPs))
and
d Linear Diffusion Pumps (L
LDPs) are useed for primaryy
pum
mping: The MFPs
M
provide a gas separation and splitt
the reactor exhau
ust gas into ann unburnt fuel gas flow (i.e..
pure hydrogen gas)
g
and a ressidual gas flo
ow (hydrogenn
pluss helium and impurities).
i
B
Both flows are being furtherr
com
mpressed and pumped
p
by LD
LDPs. This sep
paration is thee
coree function to enable
e
the DIR
R concept.

The fuel cycle of a DE
EMO/power plant
p
differs ffrom
ms of the blan
anket
the ITER connfiguration noot only in term
systems, buut has to meet
m
addition
nal requirem
ments
compared too an ITER-claass machine, e.g. to ensuure a
minimum dw
well time in between the plasma pulsees in
order to enaable a high availability, and
a
to servicce a
plasma with a range of different plassma enhancem
ment
gases for staability and poower control at unprecedeented
amounts at the same tim
me not expecting significaantly
higher burn--up fractions than anticipaated for ITER
R. In
this system eengineering exxercise, it waas also considdered
that, differennt to an experrimental devicce such as IT
TER,
DEMO (as well as a Fusion Power Plant) does not
require compplete isotope separation bu
ut only clean ffuel,
namely D2-T
T2 in a ratio around 1:1. As a result, the
concept of Direct Inteernal Recyclling (DIR) was
integrated [55], leading to two continuo
ous re-cycle looops
in addition to an outerr loop with classical iso tope
separation and tritium plant exh
haust detritiaation
technologies, as shown in Fig. 2.
The sugggested architeecture introdu
uces a separaation
function close to the divvertor. This DIR shortcutt rem
part off the
routes at short processinng time the major
tritium in thee exhaust gass, so that only
y a minor fracction
will have to bbe routed throough the tritiu
um plant, resullting
in reduced plant sizee under nominal operaation
conditions. T
This fraction again is distributed in a faaster
loop with pprotium remooval and isottope re-balanncing
which produuces DT in thhe wanted com
mposition, andd an
outermost looop for the tritium
t
recoveery duties off the
remaining ggas [6]. The latter loop also
a
includes the
detritiation oof tritiated watter. As outlineed in [7], from
m the
view of the tritium plantt, the introduction of the DIR
loop with a separation fraction
fr
of 80
0% - this iss the
performance which we currrently envisage to be feasibble would leave a load on thee DEMO tritiu
um plant whicch is
by factor 4 lower than inn a once-thro
ough architectture.
The introducction of DIR
R decouples the tritium pplant
operation froom the tokamaak operation [7
7].

Obviously, the
t
fuel cyccle scales with
w
the gass
thro
oughput, whiich depends strongly on the plasmaa
scen
nario and the capability of the divertor to
t exhaust thee
partticles. As for DEMO
D
both tthe plasma sceenario and thee
diveertor solution are still evolvving, we havee developed a
threee-step workfflow that allow
ws to extract the technicall
pum
mping requireement from th
the physics of
o the chosenn
plassma configuraation. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. In thee
firstt step, the macchine gas throoughput is derrived from thee
plassma scenario.. Then, the ddensity distrib
bution in thee
sub-divertor (reg
gion below thee x-point) is calculated
c
forr
thiss gas through
hput on the basis of a plasma edgee
sim
mulation. Finaally, the ressulting presssure on thee
pum
mping slot iss extracted. B
By this scheme, one cann
imm
mediately stud
dy what the impact of a new plasmaa
con
nfiguration or changed divvertor design
n on requiredd
diveertor pumpin
ng speed is. This workfflow will bee
exeemplified in th
he following seections.

pum
mped by th
he torus exxhaust pump
ping system.
Acccording to an
n efficiency estimate forr HFS pellett
injeection by Ploeckl [14], we find furtheer 56 Pa•m³/ss
and
d, thus, end up with ann expected overall
o
pellett
effiiciency of 200
0/356=56%.
It is not sure yet if DT pellet pacing
g is used forr
mitigation of ELMs.
E
And even moree, there aree
disccussions to change
c
from H-mode to an ELM-freee
plassma mode. Bu
ut for the purrpose of the present
p
paper,,
we include thiss additional flow rate based
b
on thee
con
nsiderations ex
xplained in [100].
Fig. 3. IIllustration of thhe particle exhaaust workflow.

1.3 Definitioon of the macchine gas thro
oughput
The startiing point to come
c
up with a number forr the
exhaust gas flow to be taken
t
by the fuel cycle iss the
nominal fusiion power of 2 GW, resultiing from the hhigh
level requireement (iv) abbove. For steaady state DE
EMO
operation, fuuel replenishm
ment due to DT
D burn is raather
small, it trranslates intoo 7•1020 reeactions/s, w
which
corresponds to 2.6 Pa•m
m³/s formed He.
H Similarly, the
contribution of neutral beam injection is
i negligible: The
injected partiicle flux transslates into 50 MW/1
M
MeV = 0.6
NBI
Pa•m³/s; the backflow froom the torus in
nto the open N
duct is of the order of few Pa•m
m³/s. The m
main
contribution to the machinne gas throug
ghput comes ffrom
fuelling to keep the core density
d
constaant, for whichh we
estimate the core part annd the scrapee-off layer (S
SOL)
separately. T
The theoreticall core fuelling
g rate has to coover
the fuel thaat is burnt annd the additional fuel thaat is
constantly loost from the core due to thee density graddient
over the separatrix. It theerefore depend
ds directly onn the
transport, annd this unknow
wn property is
i what gives it a
high uncertaainty. Lang annd Fable [9] make
m
an estim
mate
how the theooretical core fuelling
f
rate varies
v
(based oon a
fit of a set of ASTRA simulations)
s
with
w
the pedeestal
diffusivity too vary betweenn 0.01 and 0.1 m²/s, whichh can
be regardedd as boundarry limit cases. Whereas [10]
applies a cooncept of efffective confin
nement times for
which, howeever, also the unknown parrticle confinem
ment
time can onlly be estimatted. As conseequence, the core
fuelling is a number with curreently very hhigh
uncertainty; as average value, we assu
ume 200 Pa•m
m³/s.
This flowraate also ensuures that thee maximum He
concentrationn limit in the core
c
of 7% [11] is maintainned.
It has beeen found that the only techn
nology to proovide
the core fueelling is pelleet injection (as
( is on ITE
ER).
However, diffferent from ITER,
I
the targ
get zone is cleearly
located on thhe high field side only [12]. This askss for
injection veloocities aroundd 1 km/s via gu
uiding tubes ffrom
the high fieldd side (HFS) [9],
[ or with hiigher velocitiees in
direct line of sight using the vertical DEMO
D
port [[13].
The pellets thhat are injecteed into the plasma chamber will
also lose maaterial on theeir way throug
gh SOL and will
contribute too the SOL flow due to
o deposition and
ablation effeects of the peellets. The tak
ken loss factoor is
based on expperience. As average
a
we assume a SOL fflow
of 100 Pa•m
m³/s. On top, one
o has to add
d the lost partiicles
in the processs of pellet genneration, whicch also have tto be

Radiation co
ontrol at DEM
MO will be managed byy
injeection of im
mpurities (plaasma enhanceement gases,,
PEG
G), eventuallly separatelyy for core and
a
divertor,,
eveentually using
g different PEG species [15]. Thee
imp
purity mix mu
ust ensure thatt the power to both divertorr
targ
gets is below the
t tolerable tthreshold, and
d that the losss
pow
wer across th
he separatrixx is higher than
t
the LH
H
threeshold power to ensure H m
mode being achieved.
a
Thee
con
ncentrations of PEG in thee core are ex
xpected to bee
smaall (some 0.0
01% Xe) so that this co
ontribution iss
neg
gligible in terrms of the fl
flow rate. It must
m
also bee
men
ntioned that a certain PEG cconcentration
n in the core iss
asso
ociated with the
t same or a higher one in
n SOL, whichh
we do also negleect. Detachmeent is being acchieved usingg
a mixture
m
of Ar and
a Xe impurrities, where Xe
X is intendedd
to radiate
r
from the core andd Ar to furtheer reduce thee
tem
mperature in the
t divertor to trigger deetachment, too
avo
oid divertor heat overloaad and excesssive surfacee
erossion rates. Diivertor gas puuffing will be required too
reacch sufficient neutral
n
pressur
ure in the diverrtor to furtherr
ensu
ure detachmeent and to redduce power lo
oading of thee
targ
gets to accep
ptable valuess. This addittional gas iss
neeeded to make sure that the injected radiiative seedingg
gas stays in the divertor regiion and is no
ot transportedd
out. The required
d flow rate reesults from an estimate off
friction vs therrmal forces for ion retention in thee
diveertor, we usee 50 Pa•m³/s in our balan
nce. This gass
musst not necessarily be fuell gas, it can also be puree
deu
uterium, whicch may be beneficial for
f
inventoryy
reassons but wou
uld potentiallyy add a strong
ger challengee
on exhaust gas treatment.
t
Altthough the PEG loads aree
smaall in terms of concentraation, they have a strongg
imp
pact on the tritium plant,t, because th
hey require a
functionality therre to be separaated out and reecycled.
Gas puffing to
t reconstitutee energy conffinement for a
mettal wall environment refleccts the finding
gs with metall
walll experimentss that additionnal PEG has to
o be puffed too
ach
hieve stable plaasma. Nitrogeen and Krypto
on seeding hass
beeen found to work
w
effectivelly. In terms of
o electrons/s,,
the seeding rate is
i roughly of the same order as the coree
fuellling rate. Duee to the potent
ntial formation
n of ammonia,,
nitrrogen has special consequeences on the design of thee
tritiium plant, hen
nce we take tthis contributtion on boardd
eveen if not confirrmed yet.
In summary, it is obviouss that the thro
oughput to bee
pum
mped at DEM
MO cannot bbe fixed accu
urately at thee
mom
ment. Tablee 1 summ
marizes thee individuall
con
ntributions, su
umming up too 448 Pa·m³/ss. The valuess
takeen represent a conservative case, so that we
w expect thee

throughput nnumber will become smalller in the fuuture
(this has allready been the case wh
hen comparedd to
previous esttimates [16, 17]). On thee other side, the
numbers havve been deriveed on the basiss of an H-modde. If
other plasmaa modes will be used, and//or other thann the
classical divvertor will be used, the throughput num
mber
has to be com
mpletely revisited.
It must bbe noted that the density control via ppellet
injection provides the larggest contributio
on to the machhine
gas throughpput, but also too its uncertaintty.

Table 1. C
Contributions to the machine gaas throughput.

It is very imp
portant to notee that the diveertor pressuree
may
y be non-uniform. And it is the preessure at thee
pum
mped contour only that deffines the requ
uired pumpingg
speed. This is exemplified in FFig. 5, which illustrates thee
presssure map fo
or three differrent configurrations of thee
classsical diverto
or. For this calculation, the poloidall
leng
gth of the pum
mping slot is assumed to be
b lport=1.2m,,
and
d the capture coefficient
c
theere is taken as
a 10%, whilee
two
o dome positio
ons are considdered, namely hdome=0.85 m
and
d 0.65 m respeectively. The gas enters thee sub-divertorr
areaa through the two high fieldd side (HFS) and low fieldd
sidee (LFS) gapss with given pressure and
d temperaturee
refeerence values equal to 10 Pa and 4023 K (or 0.3466
eV)), respectivelly, whereas the wall temperature iss
assu
umed to be 42
20 K.

1.4 DEMO d
divertor neuttral pressure
The throuughput and diivertor neutrall pressure direectly
point to the required totaal pumping speed,
s
distribbuted
among a cerrtain number of identical pumps
p
locateed in
divertor pum
mping ports. We
W derive th
he informationn on
divertor neuutral pressuree from the calculated
c
plaasma
boundary foor a given divertor geometry and the
throughput aas of Table 1 by
b means of th
he DIVGAS ccode,
a Direct S
Simulation Monte
M
Carlo solver of the
Boltzmann eequation [18, 19]. Fig. 4 illlustrates how
w the
computationaal domain iss defined frrom the diveertor
design with variable dom
me height. Th
he X and Y axis
denote the global coorddinate system
m of the DE
EMO
machine. In the followingg example, th
he dome posiition
has been studdied.

Fig. 4. Divertor desiggns (left) and co
orresponding
computatioonal domain to derive informaation on divertoor
prressure.

Fig
g. 5. Divertor total pressure ploots calculated fo
or the classical
divertor case without
w
(top), w
with low (middlee) and high
(b
bottom) dome pposition [20].

It is clearly shown how
w the dome influence
i
thee
diveertor pressuree, and hence the pumped flux at givenn

connected puumping speedd. In this exam
mple, the aveerage
pressures at the pumpedd contour weere found too lie
between 6 P
Pa (no dome) and 8 Pa (h
high dome). The
pumping sysstems will finnally be desig
gned with surrplus
pumping speeed so that the
t variation of the pumpping
speed can bee used to tune the divertor pressures,
p
to acct as
an instrumennt for plasm
ma detachment control andd, if
needed, to iincrease the steady-state neutral
n
pressuures.
This puts ann important requirement on the technollogy
choice for the first pump stage.
s

thiss would requ
uire 3 differeent technolog
gies, the hott
filam
ment for low
west pressures,, a microwav
ve plasma forr
the intermediate range, and a collisional plasma for thee
high
with the facillity shown inn
hest pressuress. First tests w
Fig. 6 point to acchievable perm
meation fluxees in the orderr
of 1 (Pa•m³)/(s•m
m²). In paralllel to this pro
ogramme, thee
effeect of the outer magnetic ffield on the plasma
p
sourcee
willl be investigatted.

2. Technoloogy choices and develop
pment
programme
Superperm
meable metal foils are in
ntroduced in the
divertor ports to continuouusly separate a pure DT streeam.
As high vaccuum pumps, mercury difffusion pumpss are
under develoopment, and continuously
y working liqquid
ring pumps with mercuury as operrating liquid are
employed foor rough pum
mping. In the tritium plant,, the
inner loop hhas the functioon of isotopee rebalancing and
protium rem
moval to proviide DT fuel ready
r
for servvice.
This will bee based on temperature
t
swing
s
absorpttion,
which is a seemi-continuouus technology.

Fig. 6. The neew metal foil teest facility HER
RMESplus.

2.1 Metal foil pumping
The mettal foil pumpp is planned
d to be instaalled
between the main torus pumping
p
systeem and the ttorus
itself. It is bbased on the principle of superpermeattion,
which selecttively works for hydrogen
n. Although tthere
was quite some work done on the physics of
superpermeaation over the last decades, this phenomeenon
has not yet ffound its way in a real tech
hnical applicattion.
Some pumpp arrangemennts of metal foils have bbeen
suggested [21], but they do
d not meet th
he requirementts of
DEMO, so thhat the metal foil
f pump for DEMO still hhas a
very low teechnical readdiness. The European
E
Fuusion
Programme has identifiedd this as one of 8 key deesign
integration isssues of DEM
MO and has deffined a R&D pplan
to validate thhe metal foil pump conceept by 2020, w
with
support of exxperts from BonchB
Bruyev
vich St Petersbburg
State Universsity in Russia.
Superperm
meation onlyy occurs in
n surface-lim
mited
systems, whhere the surrface energy barrier is oonly
permeable fo
for energetic particles. This introduces the
separation eeffect if therre is a way to energize the
hydrogenic sspecies of the incoming parrticle flux, e.gg. by
applying a (cold) plasma forming hyd
drogen radicalls or
ions. All othher steps in suuperpermeation
n are the sam
me as
in classicall permeation. Superperrmeation alllows
permeation llikelihoods off more than 10% for inciident
energetic hyddrogen. This is orders of magnitudes
m
higgher
than in any ddiffusion-limitted system.
A new experimenttal set-up has just bbeen
commissioneed at KIT to characterize a plasma soource
with a tubullar metal foil test arrangem
ment, see Figgs. 6
and 7. The eexperimental objective of this facility iis to
develop a pllasma source that is able to cover the full
operational ppressure rangee in DEMO (ffor both burn and
dwell phase)). According to the curren
nt state-of-thee-art

Fig. 7. The tubular m
metal foil test arrrangement
(Niobium, 0.1 m
mm thick).

2.2 Novel techno
ology for vacuuum pumpin
ng
The major co
ompression off the exhaustt gas (in bothh
parttial streams, the
t permeate ttowards the DIR
D loop, andd
the retentate to
owards the tritium plan
nt) is beingg
perfformed by a mercury
m
diffuusion pump an
nd a mercuryy
based liquid ring pump as rougghing pump.
The mercury diffusion pum
mp technology
y is a very oldd
tech
hnology [22], which, howeever has been
n replaced inn
indu
ustrial applicaations in favoour of oil difffusion pumpss
(wh
hich are not trritium-compat
atible and are therefore nott
an option for th
he fuel cycle)). From the former
f
times,,
therre is distin
nct experiencce availablee for usingg
successfully merrcury pumps for tritium pumping [23]..
Forr DEMO, we have modifieed the classicaal design of a
merrcury diffusio
on pump to have a lineaar connectionn
flan
nge and a lineaar arrangemennt of the nozzles, see Fig. 8
[8]. This design is most verssatile and allo
ows for goodd
upsscaling which
h is needed in view of the evolvingg
DEMO design. On
O top of the inlet cross-seection, a two-stag
ge baffle system will be innstalled to liq
quefy out anyy
backflowing mercury vapourr [8]. In casee of a safetyy
eveent resulting in pressures above norm
mal operation,,
therre is an add
ditional closuure baffle in
nstalled (fastt
shu
utter). The current R&D programme foresees too
man
nufacture succh a pump – especially modified
m
withh

additional seensors – andd characterize its performaance
both in termss of pumping speed and in terms of merccury
migration coontrol as part of
o the concep
ptual design phhase
of DEMO. F
Fig. 8 illustrates the design of the test puump,
and how succh a pump woould be integrated with a m
metal
foil pump ((eight tubularr arrangementts (diameter 500
mm, Length 2m) integratted in one mo
odule) in a puump
cask in one oof the DEMO ports [24]. To
o achieve the hhigh
throughputs that typically appear in fussion, the diffuusion
pump has to be equipped with
w an additiional ejector sstage
at the outlet.
From thee calculated pressures
p
at th
he pump conntour
(see 1.4 aboove), one cann derive a required
r
effecctive
pumping speeed of the ordeer of 70 m³/s. Together withh the
assumed DIR
R recycling ratio
r
of 80%, this translatees in
about 10 neeeded pump duucts (between
n 9 and 13, iff the
associated uuncertainties are
a taken into
o account). M
More
detailed moddeling is undder way to fu
urther reducee the
uncertainty oof this numberr.

Fig. 8. Top: Current designn of a linear difffusion pump (raated
on pump (red) w
with
20 m³/s). Botttom: Integrationn of the diffusio
a metal foil pump (green) on
o a common frrame in the low
wer
port.

With thiss configuratioon of MFP an
nd LDP, the ttime
needed to puump-down in the
t dwell phasse in between two
plasma shotss can be estim
mated. It mainlly depends onn the
outgassing frrom the vessell walls, and on
n the requiredd end
pressure. Herre, DEMO haas decided to rely on dischharge
recovery by EC-assisted start-up,
s
which
h requires a ddwell
pressure of oonly 2 mPa insstead of 0.5 mPa,
m as previoously
[25, 26], whhich allows foor reasonable dwell times. The
outgassing w
was assessed with the TESSIM code [[27].
With this, the combineed outgassing
g flux (induuced
thermally annd from neutroon irradiation
n) can be pum
mped
out in less tthan 1000s. Fig.
F
9 showss the pump-ddown
curves for tw
wo different vessel wall cooling
c
scenar
arios,
and for the nno-outgassing case for comp
parison.

Fig.
F 9. Dwell ppump-down.

As backing pump,
p
DEMO
O foresees a mercury
m
liquidd
g pump which
h has never beeen built beforre. The liquidd
ring
ring
g pump tech
hnology makkes this pum
mp extremelyy
robu
ust, but mercury adds addditional requ
uirements onn
mecchanical stren
ngth and limitits the alloweed window off
roto
or frequency. Within the EUROfusion
n programme,,
and
d together wiith industry support, alreeady the 2ndd
gen
neration of su
uch pumps haas been reach
hed. They aree
used – together with
w diffusionn type booster pumps – in a
ded
dicated mechaanical pump trrain to be useed in the JET
T
DT campaign [2
28, 29]. Fig. 10 shows a picture
p
of thee
pum
mp stand whiich is currenttly undergoin
ng acceptancee
testts at KIT.

Fiig. 10. Mercury
y based vacuum
m pump train forr JET (during
transportaation to the com
mmissioning faccility).

2.3 Novel techno
ology for isotoope separatio
on
The smart architecture feaatures two loo
ops inside thee
tritiium plant, th
he classical oouter loop wiith cryogenicc
disttillation, together with a fasster inner one [6]. Both willl
con
ntain system blocks servin
ing an isotop
pe separationn
function: The first,
f
isotope rebalancing and protium
m
rem
moval (IR&PR
R), sits in thee inner loop of
o the tritium
m
plan
nt and adjusts the composittion of the torrus exhaust too
retu
urn a 50:50 mixture
m
of deeuterium and tritium, withh
prottium from outgassing beingg removed. The
T second, inn
the outer loop, performs tracee tritium recov
very from thee
hyd
drogen stream
ms produced by the breeder blankets,,
coo
olant purification system, eexhaust detritiation system
m
and
d the protium-rich stream fr
from IR&PR. It is aimed too
mak
ke the trace tritium reccovery isotop
pe separationn
systtem to be the only source oof hydrogen em
missions from
m

the tritium plant. The reference technology chosen for
the IR&PR function is a (semi-continuous) thermal
cycling temperature swing absorption process, derived
from the known TCAP technology [30] to be able to
achieve higher efficiencies and thus to minimize the size
of the absorption part which is known to scale less good.
As alternative approach, a pressure swing adsorption
process is under closer investigation within the
Prospective R&D Programme of EUROfusion.

3. Viability
An initial viability analysis has been made in order to
confirm that the functional and technology choices of the
new fuel cycle architecture hold for the DEMO scale. As
regards the core fuelling pellet injection systems,
frequencies of around 25 Hz are envisaged. The divertor
ports needed for pumping do not conflict with the
maintenance systems needed there. It is currently under
discussion if the two functions can be integrated on
different ports rather than to share on the same, to
consider that the requirements of the in-vessel
maintenance are different from the maintenance needs of
the pump systems. If the advanced fuel cycle is realized,
the tritium plant for DEMO will potentially not be larger
than that for ITER (see also section 1.2 above). In case
of a water-cooled blanket, the coolant purification may
be done in an off-site extra facility. A first estimate
shows that the global inventory is of the order of 1 kg
(excluding the stored amounts in the U-beds), with less
than 100 g in the blankets, several 100 g in the tritium
plant, less than 100 g in the fuel injection and vacuum
systems, and several 100 g in the first wall (to be reconfirmed by on-going R&D programmes with
irradiated tungsten materials with tritium exposure).
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